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Kat O'Connor is no pushover. She's a no-nonsense girl with a common-sense approach to life. But

there's nothing common about what's happening to her lately.... First she was forced to have a kinky

mind mÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â©nage with two of the hottest and most irritating men in the galaxy - Twin Kindred

warriors Deep and Lock - in order to locate her kidnapped friend. Then she couldn't get their

feelings out of her head. And now she's on her way to their home planet, Twin Moons, to find a cure

for the debilitating illness their unorthodox joining caused, when all she really wants to do is go

home. Locks Tight, the light twin of the two, is already in love with Kat. Her curvy, plus-sized body is

the epitome of beauty on his home planet, and her sharp mind makes her doubly attractive. Though

he fell for her the moment he saw her, Twin Kindred are unable to mate a woman alone. Lock

knows nothing can happen between them without his brother.... Stabs Deep. The dark twin has a

secret agony in his past - a tragedy he feels he and he alone is to blame for. He, too, hungers for

Kat, but he hides his fear of rejection behind an impenetrable wall of angry sarcasm. For if he lets

anyone get too close, the unbearable pain he has already endured once may happen again. Now

Kat and her twin warriors are on a quest - but they're all looking for different things. Kat wants to find

a way to dissolve the half-formed bond between them so she can be alone in her own head again.

Lock wants to convince both her and his brother to complete the bond that will keep them together

forever. And Deep is trying to protect his heart and love Kat from afar...though it grows more and

more difficult to deny the hunger he feels for her growing inside him.
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Katrina O'Connor, or as her friends call her, Kat, is a seriously strong woman, but she doesn't give



herself that much credit. She's a plus size beauty who has always struggled with her size, that is

until she met a sizable problem during Liv and Baird's claiming/wedding. The name of the problem

is Lock and Deep, twin brothers from the planet Twin Moons.They find her beauty compared to a

goddess and consistently, they flatter her. Her best friend, Sophie, had been kidnapped previously

and she was forced into a three-some... more or less... to locate her. The side effects of said 'some'

ended up having catastrophic effects on her. Lock and Deep took a chance on making her part of

their trio in dire circumstances, but now they must pay the price.Locks Tight, the light twin is

everything a light person should be. He's kind, compassionate and would give everything he is and

everything he has to protect the woman he loves, Kat.Stabs Deep, the dark twin, is the complete

polar opposite. Deep does not let anyone close to him, aside from his brother. Pushing people away

and making them hate him is what he's good at. But he has a secret, a few of them actually.Will the

brothers be able to save Kat in time and help her through this tragedy? When it appears like they

have, the Scourge come at them again and strike another episode and kidnapping. Someone

commits the ultimate betrayal in their threesome then realizes a little too late, it was the wrong

move.Without giving anything away here, I held my breath and CRIED for this... like seriously... Ms

Anderson completely PULLED me in!! Towards the end I was shaking my head saying, "No no no!!!"

*sighs* I cannotWAIT to get my hands on the next book! These are not short stories but freaking

HUGE novels! I could NOT put them down and read them in a matter of a day!! Yeah, super reader

here lol!! Ms. Anderson please continue to amaze me because I want my own Kindred hunk!!!

>Book Review ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Sought>I am an independent reviewer. This book is the third in

the Brides of the Kindred series and ends in an HEA. Certain plot points are continuing. This series

just keeps getting better and better. Couples from the two previous books are present, along with

best friend, Kat and the twin Kindred, Deep and Lock. Kat and Lock form a connection with no

problem. Deep has a past trauma that causes him to deny his feelings for Kat.>The Scourge is still

a threat to the Kindred and Earth. There is a lot of action involving the head Sourge, Allfather. Once

again, the descriptions are so vivid, albeit gross, as the Allfather is described via color and odor.

Xiarn and Lauren are introduced and their story is interwoven with Kat, Deep and Lock. The cool

seek/find trick is described and almost can make a reader dizzy with its descriptions. At times, the

attitude between Deep and Kat was trying, but the ultimate HEA made the annoyance worth it.>This

book is appropriate for an adult audience. There is humor, alpha-protectiveness and very vivid new

worlds to explore. I am giving this book 5 stars.



NOT 'sweet' romance, not flowery, not superficial. Realistic, given the situations/people.Strong main

story and substory. VERY well defined characters, hot sex scenes, high morals, great

settings.Absorbs you - hard to put down.MAY be too intense for some. Scourge do BAD, bad things,

which though not elaborated on excessively, are still upsetting and disturbing to contemplate. Same

with things like: Zairn's plight/Lauren's; Strikes Deep being decoy against the Allfather - Scourge

leader; Kat's memories of domestic abuse as a child.I didn't find it humorous. There's a few funny

moments to lighten the story, like pregnant Liv putting horseradish, soy, and peanut butter on soft

pretzels as they have 'girl chat' time.I've been reading these in order, and I'd recommend you do so

too. These stories *could* be real alone, BUT you'll miss out on the deeper understanding of the

other characters: motives, old issues, what they've overcome, etc.Read it over one weekend. Will

reread it later, to get parts I missed.(we usually do overlook some things when we are devouring a

story ...you can take your time on the 2nd read, since you know the ending. :-) and you know where

the 'interesting' scenes are, if you want to go over them again.)Reading in order is also useful with

the side-stories, or subplots, particularly the one growing with Xairn, the evil Scourge leaders'

abused son, who's got Kindred genes (unknown to himself, but suspected by the Kindred who have

seen him, and which we readers know by the hints of the book, will eventually come out publicly.)

His story, and Lauren, the woman fulfilling the Scourge prophecy, is treated in the next novel...in this

one, we see how she connects with him during her imprisonment on the Scourge mothership...(must

stop, so I don't spoil the story for you)This sets the stage for the next story in the series, so yes, you

benefit from reading things in order - there's not so much preamble in the other books, naturally -

each bit adds to the backstory you should know to get the most out of the actual novel that stars

these characters.So...if you don't know already: NSFW. Over 18.IMPORTANT for many readers:

these stories DO NOT promote/glorify : 'living in sin', abuse of women, promise-breaking,

subjugation of women, infidelity of any sort (Warrior morals - YAY. lol), substance use/abuse,

degradation, BDSM, fornication, 'making a woman' out of a barely legal female, or sex outside of a

committed relationship.Wanton or recreational violence is not promoted, either, despite the

Kindred's 'warrior' culture.*Also* important for those with morality concerns: The Kindred are

engaging in sex with THEIR women, either 'claimed' brides, or those they want as such. ONLY.

That = 'monogamous' relationships ONLY. Yes, YES < grabs your elbow, shakes it gently> even the

3-some of Kat/Lock/Deep is monogamous, in that you have 2 psychically bonded twins whose

biology requires (all Twin Moons Kindred do) trio relationships to reproduce. No taint of infidelity or

'swinging' is present. It's just how their People are put together...unlike other stories where it's just

lust-driven and is infidelity by definition, regardless of consent.( IMO, infidelity is never healthy



fantasy material - would never, ever want to be cheated on, or see my friends cheated on.)YES,

there's 'premarital sex' BUT, consider this: the Kindred are NOT Humans, and not bound by Human

religious standards; they ARE however, female-honoring E.T. (extraterrestrial) warriors who DON'T

tolerate misuse/disrespect of women...especially THEIR women. That means no casual

sex/throwaway relationships :-D and drama. By the time a bride is 'claimed' it's nearly 100% certain

she's going to be won over/consent over the 4 week bonding period required by contract. (see first

novel).DARNED cool pre-arranged marriage method, IMO. 'Course, it helps that the warriors are all

great looking (viva genetic trading!).I thought I'd hate it, but I took a chance since I liked the previous

stories. Glad I did.

Kat O'Connor sacrificed herself in order to find her friend. Of course it was joining with twin brothers

Stabs Deep and Locks Tight, but their joining was met with a sacrifice and with her life in peril the

brothers take her back to their home planet to find a cure.Locks Tight doesn't want to give up Kat,

he loves her but his brother denies his feelings for her only hurting her worse. Stabs Deep is more

complex though and he needs to come to terms with himself before he can offer any help to Kat.

Two of the three are running from their own feelings while the enemies are swirling around them.I

like this series but this on didn't quite hit the mark for me. I liked the characters but it took awhile

before I felt the chemistry. Will be reading more in this series though as it is quite fun.
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